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Petition Commission of the
cantonal Parliament
Mrs. Véronique HURNI,
President
Chemin des Baumettes 9
Residence of the Freemason Claude BUDRY
Financed by the ECA, gratifying him for his
heinous crime

1008 Prilly

cc:
To all Members of the cantonal Parliament VD
To about 200 journalists – To whom it may concern

Petition for a late prosecution of the criminal fire at Nonfoux of
August 31st, 2002
Mrs. President,
Ladies and Gentlemen Members of Parliament,
You have been informed by circular letter about the ins and outs of this
heinous crime, of which Jakob GUTKNECHT is the victim. See :
www.worldcorruption.info/index/index_htm_files/gu_2016-11-04_complot_maconnique-e.pdf

www.worldcorruption.info/gutknecht_eng.htm

For your comfort, I am enclosing a printed copy of this second document.
Of course, I can furnish as well the pieces of evidence. However, they are
anyway freely available, published on the mentioned Web Sites.
The farm of GUTKNECHT fell prey to the fire, and your judiciary apparatus
infested by Freemasonry did condemn him wrongly for an offence which he
had not committed. His insurance compensations were subsequently heavely
reduced by the cantonal Fire Insurance ECA.
The real offender has been gratified with the construction of a castle. See
www.swisscastles.ch/aviation/Vaud/aaville3/nonfoux.html
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By contrast, the associates of the hidden power did cause the material ruine
of GUTKNECHT. Today, he is living in conditions of poverty as his Swiss
fellow citizens cannot even imagine. In addition, his health has been very
seriously affected by a smoke intoxication, when he was saving his cattle
from the burning cowhouse.
GUTKNECHT is a victime of State Banditry. He has been cheated by the
two inspectors of the crimnal police VD Daniel KOLLY and the IPA FIAUX,
who did intentionally investigate in a one way direction, forcing the selfignition of the hay to be the cause of the fire. It was indeed a heinous
criminal arson commited by Claude BUDRY, presently living at the chemin
du Jura 36, 1470 Estavayer-le-Lac.
KOLLY is the self-proclaimed fire expert of the criminal police VD. This is
absolutely wrong : a serious investigation will unveil that KOLLY does not
have the slightest clue about hay fermentation. That is one of the heavy lies
among many others contained in this judiciary file. See chapter III of the
publication www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm
You will agree that it is an unacceptable scandal that a hidden Oligarchy
may destroy the destiny of a citizen who has never caused any problem to
the society, and all that with the consent of the Vaudois State Councillors.
Herewith I address to you this Petition with the request to be invited together
with Jakob and his brother Johann GUTKNECHT to present the case orally
to your Commission. The objective is the constitution of a parlamentarian
Inquiry Commission of the cantonal Parliament, to investigate concerning
the alleged experience of the inspectors of the criminal police Daniel
KOLLY and the IPA FIAUX with regard to fires and particularly selfignition of hay. This Commission will furthermore study the illegal
maneuvers of those two agents. It is absolutly certain that they did cheat in
many other occasions. The judiciary machine has got packed generally. This
Petition deserves thus to be treated with utmost priority, since it deals with
a subject of essential public interest.
Looking forward to be invited for a hearing, I remain, Ladies and Gentlemen
Members of Parliament sincerely yours

Gerhard Ulrich

Enclosure : Bitter Pill for the Freemasons (book)
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